
The New Era of Rainwater Harvesting





EVERY DROP COUNTS
With rising water usage costs, growing pressure 
on infrastructure and environmental concerns, it 
is becoming increasingly important to capture and 
utilise the free rainwater that falls on your roof.

As established experts in rainwater solutions,  
Marley brings you Curve and Twist, ushering 
in The New Era of Rainwater Harvesting. 

These innovative, streamlined products help to filter 
and capture free rainwater and have been specifically 
designed and manufactured in New Zealand for  
New Zealand conditions.

Water is our most precious natural resource, and a 
regular clean supply, whether in urban or rural areas, 
can no longer be taken for granted. 

Easily installed, you can put both Curve and Twist  
onto the same downpipe/s to really maximise clean 
water capture. 

And when integrated as part of a Marley spouting  
and downpipe system they carry the same Marley  
15 year guarantee. 

15 YEAR GUARANTEE

WILL NOT RUST

MADE IN NZ

SAFE FOR DRINKING

LOW MAINTENANCE

100% RECYCLABLE

U.V RESISTANT



The new Marley Curve™  is a leaf diverter that combines 
sleek, sophisticated design with innovative filtering 
technology for cleaner water. Its unique screen design 
draws rainwater in while preventing leaf matter 
and other debris from entering your water tank or 
stormwater system.

Many New Zealanders are dependent on roof water for 
drinking and cleaning. This number increases over the 
summer months with many people holidaying in locations 
with a tank only water supply.

The Marley Curve significantly curbs the amount of solid matter 
that can flow into the tank. This reduces the subsequent build-
up of sediment which affects the quality of potable water. It can 
also reduce the strain on in-line water filters and pumps and 
thus the cost of maintaining them.

Leaf diversion is also important in areas where rainwater 
flows straight from the roof into the stormwater system. 
Removing debris lowers the risk of drain blockage and the 
potential for backflow/overflow. 

Available in six colours to match the Marley Stratus 
Design Series, Curve integrates easily into the Marley  
RP80® downpipe system and carries the same Marley  
15 year guarantee.

Marley Curve – drawing water in,  
keeping leaves out

Filters leaves and debris for cleaner water 

Cleaner water into your tank improves water  
quality and reduces maintenance

Reduces chance of your drains blocking

Quick release upper body for easy maintenance

Streamlined design with unique screen



Hints and Tips

If Curve is being connected to a tank:

a. The tank must be at least 300mm lower than the spouting; and 
b. Curve must be above the inlet to the tank.

Consideration should always be given as to where leaves and debris are being discharged.  
e.g. if possible avoid discharging onto pathways and decks.

Regularly check the Curve filter screen to ensure that there are no debris on it blocking water flow.

Routinely wash the filter screen. Slide the top unit up the pipe to allow removal of screen from the 
bottom unit for cleaning.

Replacement screens are available if required.

Curve is designed for the Marley RP80® 80mm downpipe system. Adaptors are available to connect 
to other downpipe sizes.

Self-cleaning 
Low maintenance  
option for filtering  
leaves and debris

Easy installation 
No glue required. 
 Installation guide  
supplied

Innovative screen  
The unique design  
draws water through  
to maximise capture

Design Registration: Aus 201713189 / 201713190;  
NZ 422381. NZ Patent Application No.: 726939
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Easy Installation

Curve can perform anywhere on the downpipe and can be easily installed in a few simple steps. 

Colour Choice

TITANIUMCOPPERBLACKIRONSAND GREY FRIARSWHITE

Actual colours may vary slightly from those shown.



The new Marley Twist® is a compact rainwater diverter 
that turns your downpipe into a free source of water. 
Quick connect any standard garden hose, “twist” to the 
on position and enjoy the benefits.

Residential collection of free rainwater in smaller tanks is 
increasingly popular in New Zealand, particularly in urban 
residential areas. Rather than letting rainwater flow away into 
the storm water system, Twist can be used to divert rainwater 
to a storage tank for a multitude of purposes.

Provides access to free rainwater from your downpipes

Great source of water for the garden, to top up the 
pool, or for emergency supply

Positive impact on the environment though reduced 
mains water usage

Filters leaves and debris for cleaner water

Marley Twist – water when you need it

In rural settings Twist can also be used to divert water 
to drinking troughs for animals close to the house or out 
buildings. Twist includes an easy clean removable leaf  
filter to keep large matter out of the collection tank. 

Available in six colours to match the Marley Stratus 
Design Series, Twist  integrates easily into the Marley  
RP80® downpipe system and carries the same Marley  
15 year guarantee.



Leaf filter 
Easy clean filtration of 
leaves and debris

Easy installation 
No glue required. 
Installation guide  
supplied

Convenient water access 
Easy, twist on-off control 
and direct connection to 
standard hose fittings

Design Registration: Aus 201713152; NZ 422524 
NZ Patent Application No. 727899
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If you’re having trouble with installation visit 
marley.co.nz or call 0800 MARLEY (0800 627539)

CUTTING TEMPLATE & INSTALLATION GUIDE

®
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Note: Downpipe clip fixings not included. Purchase separately to suit your cladding type.
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Hints and Tips

If Twist is being connected to a tank:

a. Install Twist anywhere on the downpipe that is easily accessible for turning it on and off. 
b. If using the direct to tank connection make sure Twist is installed above the tank inlet point.

Regularly check the Twist filter to ensure that there are no debris blocking water flow.

Routinely wash the filter. Slide the top unit up the pipe to allow removal of the filter from the 
bottom unit for cleaning.

Replacement filters are available if required.

Twist is designed for the Marley RP80® 80mm downpipe system. Adaptors are available to connect 
to other downpipe sizes.

Colour Choice

TITANIUMCOPPERBLACKIRONSAND GREY FRIARSWHITE

Easy Installation

Twist can perform anywhere on the downpipe and can be easily installed in a few simple steps. 

Actual colours may vary slightly from those shown.
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Rainwater Solutions

OUR PARTNERS

For more information: 0800 MARLEY (0800 627539) www.marley.co.nz

DISCLAIMER 
This sales brochure has been compiled by Marley New Zealand Limited (“The Company”) and is supplied subject to acknowledgment of the following conditions:
The sales brochure is protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form or by any means in whole or in part without prior consent in writing by the Company. Prices are subject 
to change, product specifications, usage data and advisory information may also change from time to time with advances in research and field experience. The Company reserves the right to make such 
changes to price or product information at any time without notice. Correct usage of the Company’s products involve engineering judgements which cannot be properly made without full knowledge of all 
the conditions pertaining to each specific installation. The Company expressly disclaims all and any liability to any person whether supplied with this publication or not in respect of anything and of the 
consequences of anything done or omitted to be done by any such person in reliance whether whole or partial upon the whole or any part of the contents of this publication. No offer to trade, nor any 
conditions of trading, are expressed or implied by the issue or content of this manual. Nothing herein shall override the Company’s Conditions of Sale, which may be obtained from the Registered Office 
or any Sales Office of the Company. This price book is and shall remain the property of the Company, and shall be surrendered on demand to the Company.

Curve™ Design Registration: Aus 201713189 / 201713190; NZ 422381. NZ Patent Application No. 726939

Twist® Design Registration: Aus 201713152; NZ 422524. NZ Patent Application No. 727899

FOLLOW US @MARLEYNEWZEALAND

Sustainable Manufacturing
Marley is committed to creating environmentally sustainable processes and products and was the first plastics manufacturer 
in New Zealand to achieve ISO14001 registration. We are also Best Environmental Practice certified for our entire range of 
manufactured uPVC systems. This means we get our raw materials from sustainable and responsible sources, continuously 
work on our manufacturing processes to reduce our environmental footprint and accept our products back at the end of their 
useful life for recycling.


